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Abstract

Lamport [1] presented lower bound results on the number of acceptors required as a
function of the number of processes that can fail so that fast asynchronous consensus can be
achieved in the byzantine setting for favourable runs. The lower bounds presented assume
that processes can use public-key cryptography during the computation. We explore how
the lower bound results change if the public-key cryptography is not used for the fast runs.

1 Introduction

Lamport [1] presented a lower bound result on the time complexity of asynchronous byzantine
consensus. The system consists of three types of processes: proposers, acceptors and learners.
The model of the system is assumed to be eventually synchronous. This is reasonable as most
of the time distributed systems are expected to behave synchronously and sometimes exhibit
asynchronous behaviour. In the consensus problem, the proposers propose values to be decided
upon, acceptors communicate the values between proposers and learners and learners must learn
and decide upon one of the proposed values.

The learning (or decision) is said to be fast if the learners can learn a decision in two
communication steps after a proposer proposes a value. A process might be incorrect because it
crashed or because it behaves maliciously. A malicious process can exhibit arbitrary behaviour
while a crashed process simply ceases all activity. Lamport [1] uses three different thresholds
for the lower bound result:

1. F = the maximum number of acceptors which can fail and still the consensus algorithm
exhibits liveness.

2. M = the maximum number of acceptors which can be malicious and still the consensus
algorithm exhibits safety.

3. Q = the maximum number of acceptors which can fail and still the consensus learning
can be fast.

Let N be the total number of acceptors in the system. Lamport’s theorem thus states that

Theorem 1 [1]

1. If there are at least two proposers whose proposals can be learned with a two message delay
despite the failure of up to Q acceptors, or there exists a possibly malicious proposer that
is not an acceptor, then we need N > 2Q + F + 2M .
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2. If there is a single possibly malicious proposer that can act as an acceptor as well and
whose proposals can be learned with a two message delay despite the failure of up to Q
acceptors, then N > max(2Q + F + 2M − 2, Q + F + 2M).

The theorem exhibits a trade-off between the resilience of an asynchronous byzantine con-
sensus protocol and the complexity (how fast can it be). At the heart of the result is the use of
public-key cryptography. This allows the recepient of a message to be able to claim to a third
party that it received a message from the actual sender of the message. Public key cryptography
generally tends to be a major source of performance overhead and hence we would like to see
whether and under what conditions can asynchronous byzantine consensus have fast learning
in favourable runs despite the absence of cryptography.

2 Lower Bound

We prove a lower bound which is a modification of the lower bound proved in Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 If there are at least two proposers which are correct or at least one potentially
malicious proposer (which are not acceptors), and if fast learning occurs without the use of
public key cryptography, viz. the proposed value is learned in two message delays when at
most Q acceptors can fail and in three message delays when at most F acceptors can fail, then
we need N > 2F + M + min(M,Q). If proposers can also act as acceptors, then we need
N > 2F + (M − 1) + min(M − 1, Q).

Proof. The proof uses indistinguishability arguments which exploit the asynchrony of the
network, cooperation among malicious processes, and the fact that a malicious process can
claim that it received a different value from a correct process than the one the correct process
actually sent. This is possible because we assume that the algorithm does not use public-key
cryptography for third-party authentication for learning a value in favorable runs.

We first prove for the case where proposers are distinct from acceptors and M ≥ Q. The
proofs for the other cases are minor modifications of the proof for this case. Let us suppose by
contradiction that N ≤ 2F + M + Q. In our proof, we divide the set of acceptors into five sets,
F1, F2, MQ1, Q1 and Q2, where the first two sets are of size at most F , the third set is of size at
most M −Q, and the last two sets are of size at most Q. Without loss of generality, we assume
that each of these five sets consist of only one process. (We can think of all the processes in
each of these groups being represented by the one process for each group. The runs described
later can be modified so that in the actual runs all the processes inside a set receive the same
set of messages and exhibit similar failure behaviour). Let us assume that there are at least two
learners l1 and l2, and two proposers, the potentially malicious proposer pl and the proposer px.

We consider only the case where pl proposes 0 or 1. This will be sufficient to prove the lower
bound. Let m1 and m0 be the messages sent by pl in round 1, when pl is correct and proposes
1 or 0 respectively. We say that an acceptor ai plays 1 or 0 to some process aj in round 2 of
some run r if aj cannot distinguish at round 2, run r from some run in which ai is correct and
has received m1 or m0 from pl in the first round. We also say that an acceptor plays a tuple
(f1, f2,mq1, q1, q2) to some process aj in round 3 of some run r if aj cannot distinguish, at round
3, the run r from some run in which ai is correct and has received the value f1 from F1, f2 from
F2, mq1 from MQ1, q1 from Q1 and q2 from Q2 in round 2. Here when ai receives a value xj

(0 or 1) from Xj means that Xj played xj to ai in round 2 and ai received this message during
round 2. If a correct acceptor does not receive any message from Xj in round 2, it plays ′−′ in
place of xj in round 3.

In every very favorable run (i.e., one in which system is synchronous, not more than Q
and a single correct proposer pl proposes), correct learners learn the proposed value by round
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2. However in a normal favorable run (in which the system is synchronous, upto F acceptors
may fail and a single correct proposer pl proposes), correct learners learn the proposed value by
round 3. We now consider the following runs: a favorable run R1 and a very favorable run R2
(Figure 1).

We now describe each of the runs shown in Figure 1. Note that Runs 3, 4 and 5 are not
favorable.

• Run 1: Here all processes except F1 and learner l1 are correct. Proposer pl proposes 1 in
round 1, F1 crashes before sending any message in round 2, and learner l1 receives round
3 messages from all acceptors, except from F1. Since fast learning occurs, hence l1 learns
1 at the end of round 3, and then l1 crashes before sending out any messages in round 4.

• Run 2: All processes, except l1 and Q1 are correct. Proposer pl proposes 0 in round 1, Q1

crashes before sending any message in round 2, and learner l1 receives round 2 messages
from all acceptors except Q1. Hence again fast learning occurs and l1 learns 0 at the end
of round 2 and crashes before being able to send any messages in round 3.

• Run 3: Here all processes are correct except the malicious proposer pl, acceptor F2 which
crashes after sending the round 3 message to l1, and learner l1 which crashes before sending
any round 4 message. In round 1, the proposer sends m1 to the acceptors F2, MQ1, Q1

and Q2, and m0 to F1. In round 2, messages sent from F2 to F1, MQ1, Q1 and messages
sent from F1 to F2 are lost (F2 crashes). All other round 2 messages are delivered at the
end of the round, except for the message from F1 to Q2 which is delivered in round 3. In
round 3, F1, MQ1 and Q1 play (0,−, 1, 1, 1) while F2 and Q2 play (−, 1, 1, 1, 1). At the
end of round 2, F2 and Q2 cannot distinguish between Run 1 and Run 3, and hence send
the same round 3 message as in run 1 to the learner l1. Learner l1 crashes before sending
any round 4 message. In round 4, the correct proposer px goes ahead and proposes 0 and
hence some value v ∈ {0, 1} is then learnt by some correct learner l2 (from property of
consensus) in some round (say k, note this in not fast learning).

• Run 4: All processes are correct except the proposer pl and the acceptors MQ1 and Q1

which are malicious, and the learner l1 which crashes before sending any round 4 mesages.
In round 1, pl sends m0 to F1 and m1 to the other acceptors. All messages in round 2
are delivered in the same way as in Run 3. From then on till round k, all non-crashed
processes receive messages from all other non-crashed processes except F2. Only the round
3 message from F2 to l1 is delivered and all other messages from F2 are delayed till round
k + 1. In round 3, the malicious acceptors MQ1 and Q1 play (−, 1, 1, 1, 1) instead of
(0,−, 1, 1, 1) (to make things indistinguishable with Run 1) to l1, and behave normally
from then on (follows the algorithm faithfully). Now learner l1 cannot distinguish between
Run 1 and Run 4. The learner learns 1, then crashes and in round 4 the correct proposer
proposes 0. By the construction none of the other non-crashed processes except F2 receive
the same set of messages till round k in both Runs 3 and 4 and hence cannot distinguish
between them. Thus learner l2 will also learn v in this run at the end of Run 4.

• Run 5: Here pl, MQ1, Q2 are malicious and l1 crashes before sending any message in round
3. In round 1, pl sends m1 to Q1 and m0 to the other acceptors. In round 2, Q1 plays
1 to all processes while F1 and F2 play 0 to all processes. The malicious acceptors MQ1

and Q2 play 0 to l1 and 1 to all other processes. All round 2 messages are again delivered
as they are in Run 3. In round 3, Q2 plays (−, 1, 1, 1, 1) and MQ1 plays (0,−, 1, 1, 1) (in
accordance with the algorithm). l1 receives round 2 messages from all acceptors except
Q1. At the end of round 2, l1 cannot distinguish between Runs 2 and 5 and hence learns
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Figure 1: Runs for proof of Theorem 2
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0. It then crashes before sending out any other messages. In round 4, correct proposer
px proposes 0. From round 3 to k all non-crashed processes receive all messages from
other non-crashed messages except F2, whose messages are delayed till round k +1. Thus
no correct process can distinguish between Runs 3 and 5 at the end of round k. Hence
correct learner l2 learns v again in round k.

Runs 4 and 5 clearly violate consensus since l2 learns the same value v in both runs while
l1 learns 0 in one and 1 in the other. Hence we require N > 2F + M + Q.

The proofs for the case Q > M when acceptors and proposers are distinct and for the case
when the same process can be a proposer and an acceptor are similar to the one presented above
and are omitted from the presentation here. 2

3 Further Work

The lower bound result is a bit weaker than Lamport’s original theorem because in fast learning
we are also allowing runs which take three communication steps for learning to occur, while
Lamport talks of only fast learning with two communication delays. This is due to the nature of
the construction of indistinguishable runs in my proof. We should be able to change the proof
so that a lower bound result can be obtained if the fast learning is only two communication
steps. Note that it is because of this that the minimum number of acceptors needed in our
theorem is actually less than what is there in Lamport’s original theorem.

To prove the lower bound tight, we have to devise an algorithm that matches the lower
bound, viz. an algorithm that does not use public key cryptography, does fast learning in
favourable runs and has the required minimum number of acceptors according to the theorem.
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